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On the Stability of Linear Repetitive Processes
Described by a Delay-Difference Equation
E. Rogers and D. H. Owens
Abstract—This paper considers linear repetitive processes
which are a distinct class of two-dimensional linear systems
of both physical and systems theoretic interest. Their essential
unique feature is a series of sweeps, termed passes, through a set
of dynamics defined over a finite and fixed duration known as the
pass length. The result can be oscillations in the output sequence
of pass profiles which increase in amplitude in the pass-to-pass
direction. This cannot be controlled by existing techniques and
instead control must be based on a suitably defined stability
theory. In the literature to date, the development of such a theory
has been attempted from two different starting points, and in
this paper, we critically compare these for dynamics defined by a
delay-difference equation.
Index Terms—Two-dimensional (2-D) systems, repetitive pro-
cesses, stability.
I. INTRODUCTION
T
HE DYNAMICS of repetitive (also termed multipass in
the early literature) processes can be illustrated by consid-
ering machining operations, where the material or workpiece
involved is processed by a sequence of passes of the processing
tool.Assumingthepasslength tobeconstant,theoutput
vector, termed the pass profile ( being the in-
dependent spatial or temporal variable), generated on pass ,
acts as a forcing function on the next pass and hence contributes
to the dynamics of the new pass profile , ,
and . This, in turn, leads to the unique control problem
for these processes in that the output sequence of pass profiles
generated can contain oscillations that increase in amplitude in
the pass-to-pass direction.
Physical examples of repetitive processes include long-wall
coal cutting and metal rolling operations—see, for example,
[1]. Also, in recent years, applications have arisen where
adopting a repetitive process setting for analysis has distinct
advantages over alternatives. Examples of these so-called
algorithmic applications include classes of iterative learning
control (ILC) schemes [4] and iterative algorithms for solving
nonlinear dynamic optimal control problems based on the
maximum principle [5]. In the case of ILC for the linear
dynamics case, the stability theory for differential and discrete
linear repetitive processes is the essential basis for a rigorous
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stability/convergence analysis of a powerful class of such
algorithms.
Attempts to control these processes using standard, termed
one-dimensional (1-D) here, systems theory/algorithms fail
(except in a few very restrictive special cases) precisely because
such an approach ignores their inherent two-dimensional (2-D)
systems structure, i.e., information propagation occurs from
pass-to-pass and along a given pass, and also the effects of
resetting the pass initial conditions before the start of each
new pass. Moreover, the fact that information propagation in
one of the two independent directions (along the pass) only
occurs over a finite duration is the core reason why they are
distinct from other classes of 2-D systems, such as those de-
scribed by the well known and extensively studied Roesser and
Fornasini–Marchesini state–space models, see, for example,
the relevant cited references in [3].
The first attempt at stability analysis for these processes was
in the setting of the long-wall coal cutting and metal rolling
examples [2] and was based on first converting the (assumed)
linear dynamics into those of an equivalent infinite-length
single-pass process and then applying 1-D linear stability
theory and tests. An alternative stability theory is that based on
an abstract model of the dynamics in a Banach space setting
[6], which includes all processes with linear dynamics and
a constant pass length as special cases and, crucially, takes
explicit account of both the finite pass length and the resetting
of the initial conditions before the start of each new pass.
The stability analysis of [2] is, however, easier to apply in
certain cases of practical interest (such as linear single-input
single-output dynamics which arise as approximate models in
the long-wall coal cutting and metal rolling applications areas)
and hence, there is interest in establishing if, and under what
conditions, these two approaches to stability are equivalent.
Here, we answer this question for the case of repetitive pro-
cesses described by a delay-difference equation.
II. PROCESS MODELING
With denoting the pass length, the following [6] is
the abstract model for linear repetitive processes.
Definition 1: A linear repetitive process of constant pass
length consists of a Banach space , a linear subspace
of , and a bounded linear operator mapping into
itself. The process dynamics are described by linear recursion
relations of the form
where is the pass profile on pass and .
Here,theterm representsthecontributionofpass topass
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and representsknowninitialconditions,disturbances
and control input effects which enter on pass . We denote
this abstract model by here.
The particular subject of this paper is single-input single-
output linear repetitive processes which can be modeled by the
following delay-difference equation:
(1)
Here, , , and are real constants, is a transport
delay or lag on the current pass dynamics, and is the
current pass input open loop or the current pass reference vector
closed loop under the action of feedback control. Note also that
the delay term is an essential feature in some physical ex-
amplessuchaslong-wallcoalcutting(see[1],[2]).Inparticular,
in the model of the long-wall coal cutting dynamics,
is the coal thickness above some datum plane which can only
be measured by placing a sensor some distance behind
the cutting drum and to ignore this deletes a critical feature of
the process dynamics from the model to be used for onward
analysis.
Tocomplete theprocess description, itis necessaryto specify
the boundary conditions, i.e., the initial condition on each pass
the initial pass profile. In the case of the first of these, the sim-
plest possible choice is
(2)
andforthesecond ,where isaknownfunction
of over . It is also possible that the initial condition
on each pass is an explicit function of the previous pass profile.
One way of representing this is
(3)
where is a nonzero real scalar. (This is one case of explicit in-
teractionbetweenpassprofilesandpassinitialconditionswhich
is another distinct feature of repetitive processes.)
To write the model of (1) and (2) as a special case of the
abstract model of Definition 1, let be the vector
spaceofcontinuousfunctionsover onsatisfyingtheinitial
condition with norm , Then,
the operator is defined by writing as
The construction of in the case of (3) is a straightforward
extension of the previous case and hence the details are omitted
here. Also, the basis for the stability analysis of the processes
considered here using the approach of [2] is introduced in the
context of the later in this paper.
III. STABILITY ANALYSIS
Given the unique control problem, i.e., oscillations that in-
crease in amplitude from pass-to-pass, a natural definition of
stability is to ask that bounded sequences of disturbances pro-
duce bounded sequences of pass profiles. The following is the
formal definition of asymptotic stability of linear repetitive pro-
cessesdescribedby ,whereitisalsorequiredthatthisproperty
is retained in the presence of “small” additive perturbations to
the model of the process dynamics and is used to denote
the norm on .
Definition 2: The linear repetitive process is said to be
asymptotically stable [6] if there exists a real scalar such
that, given any initial profile and any disturbance sequence
bounded in norm, i.e., , for some
constant and , the output sequence generated by
the perturbed process
is bounded in norm whenever .
Thisdefinitioniseasilyshowntobeequivalenttotherequire-
ment that there exist finite real scalars and
such that
(4)
(where is also used to denote the induced operator norm).
Following [6], it can be shown that this last property holds if,
and only if
(5)
where denotes the spectral radius of its argument. Hence,
for any special case of , the essential task in checking this last
condition is to find the spectral values of the associated .
A standard approach to computing the spectral values of a
bounded linear operator mapping a Banach space into itself is
to consider the equation
(6)
and construct necessary and sufficient conditions on the com-
plex scalar to ensure that a solution exists for all and
which is bounded in the sense that for some
real scalar and for all . Suppose also that
denotes the set of values of for which this last property is not
true. Then, by definition (see, for example, the relevant refer-
ences in [6] for the background) the spectral radius of is the
supremum over the moduli of the elements in this set.
The following result now gives the necessary and sufficient
condition for the case of processes described by (1) and (2).
Theorem 1: The linear repetitive process generated by a
process modeled by (1) and (2) is asymptotically stable if, and
only if
Proof: In this case, (6) can be written as
where
Since by assumption, it is possible to choose an integer
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manipulation, it is possible to write this last expression in the
form
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or, on eliminating the variables
. . .
. . .
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. . .
(7)
wherethe matrix isalowertriangularwiththestructure
Taking , itis clear that (7) hasa solution ateachpoint
and it is easily shown that and that the function
iscontinuousoverthepasslength .Consideralso
(without loss of generality) the norm in
. Then, it is clear from (7) that
Hence, the only candidate for a spectral value of is .
In the case, when , the matrix is singular
and it is routine to verify that we can construct such that (7)
has no solution. Hence, that the set of spectral values for this
operator is given by and, therefore, .
The proof is now completed using (5).
In the case of processes described by (1) and (3), the same
stepsasintheproofofthelastresultapplybutthematrix isno
longer lower triangular and hence the necessary and sufficient
condition for asymptotic stability can only be stated as
. This point is critical in the sense that it shows that asymptotic
stability of these processes is critically dependent on the form
of the initial conditions assumed at the start of each new pass.
The implications of this fact are considered in detail later in this
section.
For the general model of Definition 1, (5) gives the neces-
sary and sufficient condition for asymptotic stability but little or
no information concerning transient behavior where here there
are two parts to be considered. These are pass-to-pass and along
the pass, respectively.
In the case of the former, suppose that is asymptotically
stable and the disturbance sequence applied converges
strongly to a disturbance . Then the strong limit
is termed the limit profile corresponding to this disturbance se-
quence, i.e., after a “large” number of passes the dynamics con-
verge in the pass-to-pass direction. Following [6], we have that
under asymptotic stability, the resulting limit profile is the
unique solution of the linear equation
For the case of processes described by (1) and (2), the re-
sulting limit profile under asymptotic stability is the unique so-
lution (where is the strong limit of the sequence )
of
An equivalent description obtained after some manipulation is
The limit profile for processes described by (1) and (3) has the
same dynamics but a modified initial condition.
A somewhat surprising fact here is that asymptotic stability
does not guarantee that the limit profile dynamics are “accept-
able” in the along the pass direction. With a choice of for
asymptoticstability,i.e., ,the(unconstrainedbyasymp-
toticstability)valueof couldcauseunacceptablelimitprofile
dynamics over . For example, with and
the resulting limit profile is described by
and is easily seen to contain oscillations that increase in ampli-
tude as ranges over the pass length .
For cases where this feature is not acceptable, the stronger
concept of stability along the pass must be used (again, see [6]
for the general theory). In effect, for the abstract model , this
requires that (4) holds uniformly with respect to the pass length
. One of several equivalent statements of this property is the
requirement that there exist finite real scalars and
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This property holds if, and only if
and
(8)
for some real number .
Thefirstconditionhereissimplytherequirementthatasymp-
totic stability holds for all possible values of the pass length
and notjustthevalueoftheparticularexampleunderconsidera-
tion. Also, from the proof of Theorem 1, it follows immediately
that this condition holds if, and only if, . Overall, we
have the following result.
Theorem 2: The linear repetitive process generated by a
process modeled by (1) and (2) is stable along the pass if, and
only if
(9)
Proof: Given the requirement that , it remains to
interpret (8) for this case. To do this, we construct conditions
for the boundedness of the solutions of (6) for all and
some scalar in the range . In particular, using the
first two equations in the proof of Theorem 1, (6) reduces to the
relation
Hence, (8) holds if and only if
or, on using elementary graphical arguments,
Finally, ifthislast condition holdsthenasymptotic stability, i.e.,
, is an immediate consequence and hence we need only
consider it in checking for stability along the pass.
In the case of processes described by (1) and (3), the neces-
sary and sufficientconditionsare and .
The proof follows indentical steps to that for the case of pro-
cessesdescribed by(1) and (2) and hence thedetails are omitted
here. Of critical importance is the fact that the structure of the
passinitialconditionsalonedeterminesasymptoticstabilityand
hence stability along the pass (the former is always necessary
for the latter). For the numerical example given earlier with
and , asymptotic stability holds but not
stabilityalongthepass,andonlyinthecasewhenthepassinitial
conditions are of the form (2). Next, we introduce the classical
approach to stability analysis of the linear repetitive processes
considered here and then the links and restrictions of this ap-
proach versus that given above are detailed.
The classical linear systems based approach to the stability
analysis of (physically relevant) linear repetitive processes was
firstdevelopedin[2].Ineffect,thisapproachcompletelyignores
thepassinitial conditionsand converts theunderlyingdynamics
into those of an infinite length (or duration) single pass process
byusingtheconceptofthe“totaldistancetraversed”from
and . In particular, consider “position” on pass .
Then,thesinglevariable istermedthe“totaldistance
traversed” relative to , . Conceptually, this can be
visualized as joining the start of each new pass to the end point
of the previous pass.
Using this concept, a repetitive process variable, say ,i s
expressed as a function of defined on and (1) becomes
(10)
Now the repetitive process dynamics are said to be stable pro-
vided (10) is stable in the 1-D linear systems sense. Applying
the Laplace transform to (10), the condition for stability in this
sense is that
(11)
i.e., all roots of the “characteristic equation” lie in the open
left half-plane.
Note again that in this approach to stability, the pass initial
conditionsarecompletelyignored. Also inthecaseof processes
described by (1) and (2), stability in this sense depends on both
and whereas asymptotic stability (Theorem 1) from the
abstract model based theory only depends on . Hence, if there
is to be any link between these two approaches to stability anal-
ysis it must involve stability along the pass. This is investigated
next by considering (11) as . In particular, it will be
shown that (9)—stability along the pass—is both necessary and
sufficient for all roots of (11) to have strictly negative real parts
for all possible choices of the pass length .
First suppose that (9) holds then
for all and , i.e., for and
. Conversely, if for and let be
a real positive parameter and set
.
Suppose also that is an even positive integer multiple of
if is positive, an odd integer multiple of if and
, and an odd integer multiple of if both and
. Then, it follows that
from which (9)—the condition for stability along the pass of
processes described by (1) and (2)—follows immediately.
The key point to note here is that, since the pass initial condi-
tions are ignored, (11) is the stability condition under the clas-
sical analysis for processes described by (1) under all possible
choices of the pass initial conditions. Hence, unless these are
actually zero this approach will lead to incorrect conclusions
re process stability. If, however, the pass initial conditions are
indeed zero, then, this approach gives the correct result for sta-
bility along the pass, the stability property which will be most
often required in applications. This, in turn, means that clas-
sical tools can be used to design control schemes for such linear
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IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has considered two approaches to the stability
analysis of linear repetitive processes described by a delay-dif-
ference equation—a model which arises in certain applications
areas. This has shown that the approach based on the abstract
model in a Banach space setting is more general than that based
on classical 1-D linear systems stability analysis/tests. In par-
ticular, the former here allows proper account to be taken of the
pass initial conditions which alone can cause instability in these
processes. If, however, the pass initial conditions are zero then
these stability conditions produce exactly the same condition
for the property known as stability along the pass which is what
will be required in many cases. This, in turn, releases classical
design techniques for use in such cases.
The analysis of this paper can, in principle, be extended to
other cases. In particular, it can be extended to differential and
discrete linear repetitive processes which arise in a number of
applications areas, such as ILC and the optimal control problem
solution algorithms. Which route to use would then be deter-
mined by the eventual end goals of the analysis (e.g., stability
testsonlyorstabilitytestsplus controllerdesign)butinallcases
the key message is that the structure of the boundary conditions
alone and, in particular, the pass initial conditions determine the
stabilityoftheseprocessesandhencetheymustbeappropriately
modeled.
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